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It's easy to assume that the practice has few, if any, downsides. But a new study explored some of its social repercussions.
Mindfulness meditation can make some Americans more selfish and less generous
When Japanese chef Yoshihiro Murata travels, he brings water with him from Japan. He says this is the only way to make truly authentic dashi, the ...
Mindfulness meditation can increase selfishness and reduce generosity among those with independent self-construals
Science denial can put people's health at risk. But shaming or arguing are rarely the most effective ways to confront science denial. Instead, leveraging social bonds and cultivating an open mind will ...
Psychology Today
Pandemic-related stress mirrors societal concerns of economic and cultural tension. Now, more than ever, it is important to slow down, and watch and understand our mind so we can bring more compassion ...
Zen for Daily Living: Cognitive psychology and Buddhism
More than 400 employees participated in the mindfulness workshops delivered ... individuals with the mindset and thinking patterns to lead and execute at your very best and enable your teams ...
Dusty’s psychologist hired to bring ‘A Game’ to V/Line
Moban the monkey helps his friend Sky the skunk to relax, keep calm and grow in confidence, through a series of mindful techniques. These include mindful eating - leading to greater appreciation ...
Former Bradford teacher writes guide to mindfulness
psychology, exercise physiology, physiotherapy, psychotherapy, neuroscience, mindfulness and movement. The founder of Movement & The Mind, Dr Lucy Loveday, will lead this one-day journey of discovery.
Movement & the Mind: A pioneering interactive conference
This is why mindfulness—the awareness of your thoughts—is key to productively using visualization. Visualization can improve pretty much anyone's performance. But you might find visualization ...
How To Visualize Your Way to Your Next Fitness Goal, According to Experts
Now he wants to use his talents to start a ‘healthy mental’ revolution. Jason said that his own mindful movement and ... go to college and start studying psychology and philosophy you ...
Comedian Jason Byrne said he almost quit comedy to go back to college after extensive therapy
For now, the U.S. government-bond market appears to be going along with the Federal Reserve's view that inflation will remain largely under control, even after a few months of eye-popping readings.
Does the bond market have it wrong about inflation?
Burnout has become a popular catchall phrase in the “language of the people,” said Christina Maslach, a professor emerita of psychology ... mindfulness expert who teaches a course titled ...
What burnout really is and ways to prevent it
Therapy and mindfulness are powerful steps in seeking ... books can be a useful way to process your experiences, learn about psychology, and often find techniques and tools to help you in your ...
The 15 Best Mental Health Books of 2021
"A lot of people leave their doctor's office in a panic when they experience bothersome tinnitus," says Jennifer Gans, a psychologist ... may lead it to recede into the background. One mindfulness ...
Tinnitus Bothers Millions Of Americans. Here’s How To Turn Down The Noise
Be mindful of unhealthy coping behaviours and regularly practise ... I will use the four tasks of grief proposed by psychologist, Dr J. William Worden to expound on the grief process and to ...
Grief: The expat experience
CHICO — Chico State’s WellCat Counseling Center is holding a series of weekly group sessions for Chico State students to help students with mindfulness, peace of mind, emotional intelligence ...
Chico State counseling center open to students for summer sessions
in part because of a philosophy that a healthy workforce tends to lead to a healthy business. Managers stress work-life balance, while in-house psychologists like Laxmi have been standard for years.
Indian companies struggle to help workers suffering mental health effects of coronavirus crisis
They hypothesized that a lack of control of chaotic information flow could lead to a sense that the ... (2) The contributions of mindfulness Mindfulness offers a deliberate method for increasing ...
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